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The Advantages and Disadvantages of Tilling as a Technique in Plant 

Breeding By Insert Semester In the modern day world there has been 

tremendous technological advancement in nearly all aspects of human life. 

Through the advancement in agricultural technology new methods of plant 

and animal breeding has occurred in an effort to improve agricultural yield. 

The methods advocated have so far proved as success since they have 

better qualities such as environmental adaptability, versatility and resistance

to plant diseases as opposed the natural species. One such technology is 

TILING which is an acronym for Targeted Induced Local Lessons In Genomes 

(Ostergaard et al 2004). It is a technology that used in molecular biology to 

directly identify mutations in genes. These technologies have their 

advantages that make them suitable for adoption and use by human life as 

well as disadvantages that make them a hazard to human life. This paper, 

therefore, seeks to establish the advantages and disadvantages of TILLING in

plant breeding. 

TILLING is a molecular biology procedure that uses chemicals and x-rays to 

bring about undirected point mutations in a plant genome. This is usually the

first step in the process. The second step involves an analysis of DNA which 

aids in the selection of plants that have a mutation that contains the desired 

gene (Schmidt et al 2011). The method combines a standard and an equally 

effective technique of mutagenesis with the use of a chemical mutagen such

as Ethyl methanesulphonate (EMS) that contains a sensitive DNA screening 

method to which identifies point mutations in a target gene. This process of 

plant breeding may include mutation effects that may include gene 

deactivation and sub sequent reverse crossing with other varieties. This 

results with a plant that has the desirable mutation such as an amylase free 
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potato. 

Some biotechnology critics such as Greenpeace have done ‘ acceptance’ 

tests on TILLING method and have cited a large difference in genetic 

engineering. Some of the advantages of this biological process are; 

Versatility 

This means that the process can be applied on virtually every organism. This

is because it entails modifying the molecular unit of heredity in a living 

organism. Therefore, plants can grow with a certain desired characteristic. 

This can be used to fight hunger by increasing food production. 

Adaptability 

Another great advantage of TILLING in plant breeding is that the method its 

adaptability to high throughput genotyping. This is because it allows 

choosing appropriate technology for the intended goals and stage of an 

experiment. 

Independence 

The method allows for the independence of the genome size level to be 

used, the reproduction system and generation time. Therefore this method 

offers an aspect of flexibility when conducting experiments. 

However, this biological mutation method ha it own shortcomings as far as 

agricultural technology concerned in regards to plant breeding. These are; 

High costs 

The method is scientific and thus involves a lot of research to conduct and 

conclude its findings. It is frightfully expensive to carry out this model 

experiments which can take a lot of time before a prototype arrived. 

Biological risks 

This method being a biological process, it poses a substantial risk to living 
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organisms as the technology can be used by unscrupulous scientist to 

develop harmful and dangerous organisms. It is for this reason that the 

balance of nature ought not to be interfered. It may bring forth gross harm to

plants if not handled for the right purpose and objectives. This may have a 

ripple effect on other organisms in the food chain. 

In conclusion therefore, TILLING is one of the improved ways of increasing 

food production globally. The agricultural technology employed in plant 

breeding posses no harms as opposed to other methods which lead to 

genetic tampering which can be catastrophic. In regards the high cost of 

plant breeding through this method other means of reducing the costs can 

be invented to make the process cheaper and available. Therefore the 

society should be open to this plant breeding method as the benefits accrued

far outweigh the shortcomings. 
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